Abstract-MRI head image segmentation is a key issue for real head and brain construction in EEG/MEG applications. In the paper, methods for finding brain and contours were presented, and real calculation models for EEG and MEG research were constructed.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CCURATE tissue segmentation in magnetic resonance (MR) image has become more and more important in research and clinical applications including diagnosis of pathology, pre-surgical planing and computer integrated surgery.
Electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) are noninvasive methods to measure the electrical activity of the brain. The determination of the location of the electrical activity in the brain is called source location or solving the inverse problem of biomagnetism. For most EEG and MEG experiments, the folded gray matter of the cortex is the location of neurons whose activity is measured cortex, so it is necessary to realistic reconstruct of brain model [1] . Accurate tissue segmentation is the prerequisite for realistic reconstruct of brain cortex. Furthermore, the estimation of the source activity in the brain is much more useful if it is combined with the structural information of the brain, and the structural information can help in creating better models of the head. Therefore, this study is very significant in EEG/MEG applications.
However, segmentation methods for performing tissue classification are hindered by multiple imaging artifacts such as noise, intensity inhomogeneities, and partial volume effects [2] , [3] . To compensate these artifacts, we propose an image processing method, first using multiscale wavelet transform for high quality image denoising (removed noise without degrading the image quality), then using fuzzy segmentation method to segment the image which has shown some success in medical segmentation. In the paper, fuzzy restrained histogram FCM clustering segmentation method was use, which is characterized by good partition property and strong robustness. Segmented image was used to construct real head and brain triangulation model, which are expected to improve the estimation of the source of the electric and magnetic fields. A triangulation of the surface of the head and brain was obtained by using minimum distance method.
II. MRI HEAD IMAGE PROCESSING

A. Using Multiscale Wavelet Transform (MWT) for Image Denoising 1) The Principle of Harr 2-DWT:
In the paper, Harr 2-DWT was used to remove image noise. Let be the original image, be low pass filter, be horizontal high pass filter and be vertical high pass filter. Let represent the scale ( ) and represent convolution operation (1) In order to reconstruct the original image , inverse 2-DWT is needed, see (2) (2)
The original image can be reconstructed, only when satisfy the following equation (3) (3)
At scale , the modular and the phase of the WT of image were expressed, respectively, as follows:
2) The Framework for MWT Denoising: WT is used for denoising mainly based on these: Wavelet transform can be interpreted as a multiscale edge detector. Usually, at scale the local max modular of WT corresponds to the image edge point at scale with gradient value WT phase, it may also be pseudo edge caused by noise. For real step edge, as scale decreases, the WT modular of the image cannot increase, but that of the noise will increase, see in (6).
where, represents the variance of white Gaussian noise, represents the local max modular of real edge, and represents the local max modular of pseudo edge. Based on the above, if the local max WT modular increases as the scale decreases, the corresponding point is a false edge point. Therefore, Using MWT, noise can be effectively removed without degrading the image quality. Noise removed images are used for later segmentation. contour algorithm to remove extracranial tissue [4] , see (d)-(g) in Fig. 1 .
2) The Brain: We have developed two ways to segment brain for getting brain contours: improved gradient vector flow method and Histogram-based FCM segmentation method. Here we only present the latter way in detail.
We segment brain by histogram-based FCM method, which only use the 1-D histogram and thus can greatly simplify the segmentation computation. The algorithm based on the principle that for a gray level only belongs to two neighbor parts with different membership, and the nearer with the centroid of that part, the higher membership it has, thus greatly simplify the fuzzy segmentation computation. We get good segmentation results by optimizing the objective function of fuzzy restrained FCM clustering. Although FCM algorithm is robust to initial centroid, proper selection will generally improve accuracy and convergence of the algorithm. In order to closely and easily estimate the initial centroids, we developed a weighted histogram with very similar peak and vale property and smoother than the original histogram. See Fig. 2 . Detailed procedure for the algorithm is as below:
Step 1) Statistic the histogram of the image , find the initial centroid values , for gray matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal (CFS) of the brain.
Step 2) Construct a potential function of the histogram, select , make the two function with very similar peak and vale property and smoother than . , see Fig. 2 (7)
Step 3) Calculate the fuzzy restrained function of the histogram or the gray level of the image the classes to be segmented (8) Step 4) Find the optimized objective function for fuzzy restrained histogram. The objective function is:
By optimize the objective function min( ), the following iterative algorithm was obtained fuzzy histogram clustering division matrix the centroids matrix of different tissues in brain (10)
Step 5) If iterative times, then potential function as height readjustment function to modulate the clustering division matrix and get optimized thresholds for segmenting image based on maximum cluster rule [5] (6) As the brain contour lies in the interface between gray matter and CSF, from segmentation result, we can get brain contour. See Fig. 3 .
III. REAL HEAD AND BRAIN TRIANGULATION MODEL
After obtained one brain contour, we constructed a template to trace brain sequence contours based on two consecutive slices having shape similarity, then uniformed and head contours were stacked to construct real head model, thus we get the brain surface nodes and thus the discrete node by equal distance criterion. By using shortest distant Triangulation Method, satisfied results were obtained. detailed description about the algorithm is as below. The triangulation is performed by looking at two adjacent slices starting from bottom to top, the points of each slice form contour. The first point (in Fig. 4 the green circle point) is on the back of the head. The first points of two adjacent contours joined by a line-the baseline of the first triangle. The next points on each contour are taken, for each of these points, the distance to the point of the baseline on the other contour is calculated. The point with the shortest distance is taken as the third point. Then the next two points are jointed together in the same way, the results were shown in Fig. 4 .
IV. CONCLUSION
We presented a systematic method for automatic brain and head contour sequence finding and real head and brain model construction by MRI. This processing is dedicated for electrical and magnetic source imaging, and our results have used in the research on forward and inverse problem of biomagnetism.
